No Applications for "Personal" Bank Accounts

By Anna Von Reitz

I am once again being told that our Assemblies are being sent applications for Personal Bank Accounts in The Global Family Bank and The Global Family Bank of Commerce.

I am going to explain this once and for all time, for everyone involved, including the members of the Global Family Group PMA ---which has nothing to do with our government and is not being "recommended" by our government --- and the banking personnel, too.

There are three (3) levels of banking involved in our country. They are:
   (1) Global to International
   (2)International to National
   (3)National to Local

The third level, "National to Local" is where living people do their banking. That level is not yet open.

Therefore, there are no directly chartered State Banks open.

Therefore, there are no valid accounts available yet for living people.

Everyone needs to cool their jets and be patient while we complete the first two levels of the banking system. Then the State Assemblies will be walked through the process of chartering their own bilateral banks ---- and then people will be able to do their business through their own banks and credit unions at the local level. Not until.

Those State banks and credit unions will be linked to our International and Global banks as part of the Bilateral "Blue Dot" Banking System, but it is a step by step, dot to dot process.

As I keep telling everyone and I repeat again: there are NO LIVING PEOPLE in the International and Global Jurisdictions. NONE. EVER. I am putting this in capital
letters for emphasis, not style, in hopes that everyone pays attention and finally gets the point.

When we say "International Trade Bank" that means dead entities, Lawful Persons, are the Members, and when we say "Global Family Bank" that means that more dead entities, incorporated entities, are the members.

Are you a dead entity? Enough said.

See this article and over 3300 others on Anna's website here: www.annavonreitz.com

To support this work look for the PayPal buttons on this website.